
Zeck Troy Travel Fishing Rod

Zeck Fishing

Product number: ZK-TRR

For all anglers who are dependent on a small pack 
size or who don't want to miss out on fishing even on 
holiday, the new Troy rod series is just the thing.

from 149,95 € * 149,95 €

Discover the Zeck Troy travel rod - your reliable companion for 
catching big dreams

Versatility meets quality: the Zeck Troy travel rod

Developed for modern angling, the Zeck Troy travel rod combines precision and robustness. Every 
element, from the high-modulus carbon fibre blank to the durable SIC guides, is carefully selected to give 
you an unrivalled fishing experience. As part of the renowned Zeck Fishing collection, this rod offers a 
perfect combination of strength and flexibility for fishing for zander and pike.

Features of the Zeck Troy travelling rod:

Length: 270 cm, ideal for long casts
Transport length: Only 59 cm, fits in any rucksack
Casting weight: For 15-50 and 30-80 g, covers a wide range
High-modulus carbon fibre: For maximum sensitivity and power transmission
Innovative SIC guiding: Optimises line guidance for further casts
Ergonomic Fuji TVS #16 reel seat: For maximum comfort and control
Seawater-resistant: Also suitable for saltwater fishing

Perfect for travelling: The travel rod that leaves nothing to be desired

With its compact transport length and high-quality hard case, the Zeck Troy travel rod is the ideal 
companion for holidays and spontaneous fishing trips. Its slim design not only makes it a visual highlight, 



but also a testimony to true engineering skill.

Your advantage with Zeck Troy:

Versatile in use: Ideal for spin fishing, bottom fishing and float fishing
Travelling comfort: Light and easy to transport
Robustness: Resistant to the elements

Travelling without compromise: Your fishing rod for every location

Thanks to its clever design, the Zeck Troy is the ideal travelling rod for anglers who don't want to 
compromise on quality and functionality. The rod is easy to transport and quick to assemble, so you are 
always ready when the opportunity for the catch of a lifetime presents itself.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

